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Floyd named to Academic Affairs co.Wi'Kfttiry
J A M E S BOOZER

Editor-in-Chief
In an effort to stabilize the current
administrative structure at Columbia, the
College Council voted 33 to II Friday to
name Dr. Samuel Floyd, Columbia's
interim Vice President for Academic
Affairs, as admini strative officer for the
Academic Affairs committee.
"The vote was quite overwhelming,"
said Charles Cannon, chairperson o f the
Science and Math Department and council member.
The council's decision to name Floyd
now means that Bert Gall, Columbia's
Provost and Executive Vice President wi ll
no longer serve as administrative officer

for the Academic
dent, John B. Duff is leaving
Affairs committee.
at the end o f this school year.
However, Gall has
" I fee l it is important to
been invited by
have faculty participation
Sheldon Patinkin,
regarding major changes in
chairperson of the
the college structure," said
Academic Affairs
Randall Albers, chairperson
committee to attend
of the Fiction Writing
meetings held by the
Department. ''I'm a great
committee each
admirer of Samuel Floyd.
month.
was very happy when he was
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' appointed to [the position of
According to
council records, several .council members
Vice President for Academic Affairs],"
and visitors at the group's meeting on
Albers said.
Oct. I raised the issue of the timing of the
Cannon introduced a motion to revise
administrative change considering
the council's bylaws at the Oct. I meeting
Columbia is currently in a search for a
to make the Vice President for Academi c
new president. Columbia's current presiAffairs the administrative o fficer for the

Academi c Affairs committee.
The new addition would amend the
number o f members o n the council. The
council voted on Friday to keep the total
number of members to 50.
In July, Duff named Floyd interim Vice
President for Academic Affairs based on
the final report from the North Central
Association which recommended the creation of the new administrati ve position.
Duff created the position of Vice
President for Academic Affairs to curb
growing concerns that the college's
increasing enrollment is too much for the
top management to handle . Floyd
assumed the academic responsibilities
once held by Gall to relieve the workload
of the office of the Provost.

Unveiled:
T he History of
Columbia
D ANIELL E HAAS

Staff Writer
Founded in 1890 as a women's speech college,
Columbia was re-invented in the 1960s as a media arts
school where creative and unique visionaries could
come and channel their ideas into tangible artwork .
For example, Jane Alexandroff, wife of former college
president Mike Alexandroff, was one individual whose
role in the re-creation of Columbia was instrumental.
However, the legacy that she and others helped to leave
behind is rarely spoken about.
Now there is an effort to remember those days. The
Columbia College Oral History Project was started two
years ago, after the death of Jane Alexandroff. The history is currently being transcribed and will total more
than I ,000 pages in print, and copies will be printed for
Alexandroff and other key players who helped build
Columbia's foundation. Faculty will receive material on
CD ROM s, which will also be available for purchase to
alumni . Students can view the history when it is placed
in the college library archives.
"Jane Alexandroff, who had a major role in the making of Columbia, had died, the head of the Film department (at that time) had died, the head of the Marketing
Department (at that time) had died," said Louis
Silverstein, Chairman o f the Liberal Education
Department, as well as the man who conceived and
established the project.. "Those people were enlisted by
Mike A lexandroff to fashion Columbia the way it is
now, and there is no written history of it.
"The only history we have is the formal history which
was written for purposes of accreditation. It lacks the
heart, blood, and guts of what Columbia really was, and
the struggle it took 10 build it," said Si lverstein.
Helping Si lverstein with the project were two professional oral historians who interviewed 61 faculty members, administrators, and building and grounds people.
These people were asked several questions, s uch as:
What were the circumstances that led you here? What
have been the most significant events you experienced
at Columbia? What are the major challenges Columbia
has had to overcome?
SEE HISTORY, PAGE 2
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Helmet Becker prepares industrial hemp for paper-making at Columbia's new book and paper
arts center at 1104 S. Wabash.

Paper Arts Center comes home
D ANIELLE HAAS

Staff Writer
After years in their makeshift home, a rented space in
the Pakula Building at 2 18 S. Wabash Ave., the Book
and Paper Arts Center has fina lly come home to
Columbia.
Just before the start of the fall semester, the historic
Ludington Building at I I 04 S. Wabash welcomed its
first tenants as the new Columbia campus building.
"This building was bui lt for the American Book
Company, and it's kind of neat; I 00 years later we're
bringing the book back to the Ludington Bui lding," said
Bill Drendel, Director of the Boo k and Paper Arts
Center. "We're making books here once again; it's really
poetic."
The Book and Paper Arts Center was founded in 1994,
the result of a merge between Artist Book works and
Paper Press. Shortly afterwards it came under the wing
of Columbia and offered an interdisciplinary maj or in
the Arts Department. The Center offers a Master of Fine
Arts as well .

The new space, the entire 20,000 square feet on the
second Ooor of the Ludington Building, is much larger
than what they had to work with for th~ past five years,
which was 12,000 square feet.
The new space houses two galleries, and one of them
acts as an epi-center, an open hall with doors leading off
to the other rooms. There is also a paper studio, a compuler lab, binding rooms, a darkroom and mo re.
Assistant Director of the Center Kitz Rickert says that
eventually they would like to do interdepartmental
work .
"We' ve already worked with Senior Seminar in helping them make journals." said Rickert. " We also work
w ith some Photo c la sses. Next ~e ml..'stt:r we hope to
otTer undergraduate classes throug h the Art
Department."
Bill Drendel said they would love to help other majors
incorporate the Center into their work .
" We'd love to have any department here," said
Drendel. I'd love to see the place being used. We have
a lot to offer, both o f the fac ilities and the equipment we
SEE PAPER C E NTER, PAGE 2
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Early Childhood Program a success
JAMES B OOZER
EoiTOR-IN.CHIEF

Course offers alternative teaching methods
ence, 12 credit hours of social science, and
program's arts connection, enabling it to
12 credit hours of humanities, in addition to offer an articulated series of courses in
Columbia's general education requirements. Creative Dramatics and the Delcroz.e
Method.
Last year's graduates completed the proThe Creative Dramatics course, taught by
Columbia's Early Childhood Teacher
gram with close to 170 credit hours. Since
Education Program is regarded as one of
the arts are the primary focus in the proKaren Erikson, part-time faculty member of
the school's most valuable programs and
gram, all majors are required to complete a
Columbia's Interdisciplinary Arts Program,
has made great gains since its inception in
concentration within the visual arts, per, teaches students how to use dramatics to
1996.
forming arts, or language and culture as
explore many different topics with young
The program received official approval
part of their general education work for
children.
state teacher certification.
The Delcroze Method is a method by
from the State Board of Education in
December 1997, and has reached maximum
Visual and performing arts allow children
which students learn how to understand
who don' t learn easily in printed form or
music in a very organic and physical way as
enrollment of 15 to 20 students per year in
most of their classes.
don't comprehend mathematically, an
opposed to notes on paper.
Last spring, the program graduated its
opportunity to develop their talents as well
Columbia 's Johann Buis will teach organfirst class of three students, all of whom
as their academic skills.
ic and physical methods such as Kolo'dy received job offers before graduating. With
The value and benefits of providing
and Orff. In Kolody, childre'il use hand gesa 40 percent increase in
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - tures to indicate notes in
declared majors since last fall, "The arts can be used as a bridge to assist
music, and Orffhelps chilchildren in other academic areas"
dren to understand rhythm
the program expects to graduand form by using instruate six students in the spring
ments similar to xyloand 20 more students the fol ···Carol Ann Stowe phones.
lowing year.
Director of Early Childhood Teacher program Stowe suggests that these
The success of the Early
Childhood Teacher Education
are both appropriate ways
Program is largely due to its
to approach mu~ic with
young children.
unique, carefully crafted artsyoung children with alternative routes to
Although the Early Childhood Teacher
infused curriculum.
symbolic understanding are countless. "The
Education Program continues to make sigThe program is a collaborative program
arts serve multiple purposes," Stowe said.
nificant academic progress, there is a dire
with the Erikson Institute - an internation"The arts can be used as a bridge to assist
need for more staff. Stowe is the only faculally recognized private graduate school and
research center for advanced study in child
children in other academic areas. It's not
ty member handling registration, records
necessary to learn one way. A child who
and academic advising.
development. It prepares students to utilize
thinks visually should be able to learn visuShe has one program assistant, full time
the arts as an alternative means of teaching
young children basic academic concepts.
ally."
early education student Dawn Callahan. But
The Early Childhood Teacher Education
When teachers apply the arts in educaeven with the tremendous workload, the
Program is an academically rigorous protion, children make huge academic gains,
two-women staff rises to the occasion, program . " We take the task of preparing teachStowe said. "What you do is open up their
viding the best service for their students.
understanding towards the direction that
" For me it was a natural, personal and
ers very seriously," said Director Carol Ann
Stowe.
they best understand," she continued. "You
professional evolution to end up here,"
Early Childhood majors have to meet
tap into the mode of thinking that's most
Stowe said. "I'd like to think that this prostate requirements for Illinois Type 04
natural to the child."
gram is preparing teaChers to work with the
teacher certification, which includes six
·'"The accessibility of both Columbia's and
next generation of Columbia students."
credit hours of math, 12 credit hours of sciErikson's rich faculty has strengthened the
TONI LEWIS
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"The students literally lived
there [at Columbia]; they'd come
and sleep in the darkrooms," said
faculty member Barry Burlison,
former chairman of the Art
Department.
Janice Booker, form er secretary
for Mike AlexandrofT, spoke of the
AlexandrofTs and their unending
kindness toward her and her children .
"I was very thankful to the.
Alexandro fTs for what they did for
me and my family. They always
made sure that me and my kids
had food on Christmas and that I
had gifts for them."
Booker mentioned that, although
the Alexandroffs were overly generous, faculty members often went
without pay because they could
not make payro ll.

Jacob Caref was a carpenter for
Alexandroff and came to
Columbia in 1964. Caref speaks
in the oral history about how he
helped build the first darkroom .
He talks about how he bought
laundry sinks from women who
did laundry on Maxwell Street, for
the darkroom.
"I got a sink fo r something like
$1 0, because the college dido ' t
have any money," recalled Caref.
"All I used to build the rest o f the
darkroom was plywood. I also
built a stage for the theater."
Dr. Zafra Lerman, once a
teacher and currently the head of
the Science Institute, talks about
how her fi rst visit to Columbia
was more like a religious experience than an educational one.

Louis Silverstein, Chairman of the Liberal
Education Department, who conceived the
oral history.
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have to use as well as the classes we teach."
The Center offers a wide variety of classes, from a core of requirements for the g raduate student to community workshops, special events and lectures.
Christine Fabian, a graduate of the pro-

gram loves the new facilities and spoke very
highly of the Center.
" The o ld Center was a bit more of a raw
space," said Fabian. "There was always a
lot of activity, though. This space is quite a
bit larger with more equipment. It makes it
a lot easier to work."
Fabian said the program doesn't j ust push
the process, but also the creativity and ideas
behind it.
"The focus isn'tjust on the learning or the

book, but on the content and your ideas as
the artist."
Currently the Center is working on building up its clientele and getting settled in
their new environment.
"I think it's pretty cool that we're in a
building that was built for the book," said
Fabian. " I feel that there's a very good
energy in this building. I think it's a very
positive change for the department and a
good move by Co lumbia."

Around Campus
AEMMP Records seeking studio
mastered demos
AEMMP Records, Columbia's student managed, nonprofit record company, is currently looking for studio
mastered demos from aspi ring artists. Each year, officials at AEMMP Records screen demos, select and
sign an artist to a marketing and distribution agreement
in order to release and promote their music throughout
Chicago. All genres of music are accepted, and in the
past, AEMMP Records has signed artists that ranged
from hip-hop to urban country.
All submissions should be sent along with a photo and
biographical information to AEMMP Records . Columbia
College Chicago, 600. S. Michigan Ave., Chicago , IL
60605. You can also drop your submission off (It
AEMMP Records office, 624 S. Michigan Ave., Suite
700. All submissions must be in no later than Nov.
25, 1999.

"Language" Poets come to
Columbia
"Language" poets Rosemarie and Keith Waldrop will
read their works on Thursday, Nov. 11 at 5:30 p.m., at
the Ferguson Theater, 600 S. Michigan Ave. The
Waldrops are among the most respected poets working
in the international literary phenomenon. They are also
leading publishers of avant-garde poetry. The reading is
free and open to the public. For more information on
this event, please call 312-344-8100.
ROB HART/CHRONICLE

Erica Ashburn discusses ways to expand interest in the Student Union Movement
(SUM), while Faculty Advisor Hugh Jeffers listens. SUM meets ever Thursday at
1p.m. in the Wabash Building, room 311.

D-1 praises Columbia
Radio favorite backs internship program
ALEX JANCO

Staff Writer

I that bad?,' but they helped a lot and were there for

me."

"The internship program at Columbia is amazing; they
give you a lot of freedom," he said. " Just give it time
A lthough Marty L ennartz graduated from Columbia in and it w ill happen."
1982 without a specified major, he has made quite a
Though he hasn't taken a class at Columbia since
name for himself on the Chicago airwaves
1982, Lennartz has been anything but a stranger. He is
With his " The Regular Guy" charac!!PII!l. . .[!."
still involved with the school, serving on
ter, Lennartz has cemented himself at
the Alumni Board and has been a two-time
WXRT 93.1 FM in the slot rrom midemcee of the Alumni Awards dinner, which
night to 5:30a.m. weekdays. He also
is held each spring.
takes part in "Sound Opinions," a rock
Lennartz has also made a name--or
talk show on Tuesday nights, with Jim
make that a voice--for himself in commercials. He does voice-overs for Harrah's
DeRogatis of the Sun-Times and Greg
Kat of the Tribune.
Casino as an animated turtle, and for St.
Paul Banks, which runs during Bears'
Lennartz said he wouldn't have had
games. He also has an ad for Ford Trucks
the chances he's had in life if it weren't
that runs during Wisconsin and Iowa footfor Columbia. "It all started in Terri
ball games, as well as Columbo Yogurt, 7Hemmert's liistory of Rock class,"
MARTY LENNARTZ
Eieven and Tony's Frozen Pizza.
Lennartz said. " I became interested in
radio back in high school but it never happened because
His voice currently appears in Microsoft video game
"Midtown Madness," a driving game that takes you
of the six or seven years 1 had off between school."
through the streets of Chicago. Lennartz provided the
Lennartz had completed two years of school and was
race commentary. "It was just something 1 stumbled
working at a limousine company when he decided that
wasn't what he wanted to do so he decided to go back to into," Lennartz said of the voice-overs. " The Regular
Guy" opened the door for it, and now 1 even have an
school.
agent because of it. At first it seemed easy, but once
He credits Columbia teachers such as Art Hellyer and
AI Parker, both of w hom gave him motivation to be suc- you try out for a part you see how competitive it is."
Lennartz has had the opportunity to interview some of
cessful in radio.
the biggest names in rock, including John Popper of
"They told me to get out of here, that I was wasting
Blues Traveler, Jackson Browne and Bruce Hornsby.
my time in school," Lennartz said. " I first thought 'was

Faculty Exhibition on display at
Columbia's Center for Book and
Arts
Inside Story: Considering Beginnings, an exhibition
featuring the work of the faculty and staff of the
Interdisciplinary Arts Department, will mark the grand
opening of the new Columbia College Center for Book
and Paper Arts . The Center is the largest of its kind in
the country.
The Center recently relocated to the Ludington
Building, 1104 S. Wabash Ave., and this is the first time
the Interdisciplinary Arts Department has held a faculty
exhibition. The exhibit is set to open Friday, Nov.19 and
will continue until Friday, Dec. 17.
The exhibition also welcomes the new director of the
Center for Book and Paper Arts, Wi lliam Drendel.
Drendel, a well-known artist in the book community, join
Columbia faculty this past summer.

Stuckley to speak on Paul
Robeson at Columbia's Center for
Black Research
Sterling Stuckey, the 1999-2000 Rockefeller
Foundation Resident Fellow for the Center for Black
Music Research, will present a lecture on "New
Research: Pau l Robeson, Trinidad, and Jamaica" on
Tuesday, Nov. 9 at 6 p.m. in the Music Center Concert
Hall, 1014 S. Michigan Ave. A reception will also be held
following this free presentation. For more information
on this event, please ca ll 312-344-7573.

Graduate wins fiction award
Harold Holt, a Columbia graduate in Fiction
Writing/English, was awarded the Zora Neale HurstonBessie Head Fiction Award for a short story entitled,
"Harsh Venue." The award was presented at the ninth
annual Gwendolyn Brooks Writers' Conference at Chicago
State University by the Gwendolyn Brooks Center for
Black Literature and Creative Writing.
Holt has published stories in South Side Stories and
Mosaic and also taught courses at Harold Washington
College and Kennedy King College as well as English at
Julian High School.
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Students must be in full compliance by this deadline. Once this
deadline passes, a $50 fine will be applied to the student's
account. Documentation must be submitted to the RECORDS
OFFICE (Main Bldg .. Room 611) by this deadline.
PLEASE NOTE: A $50 fine will be assessed each semester the student
does not comply with the state's law on immunizations.
FULL and HALF-TIME students must have the following documentation
to the Records Office:

•

1 Tetahv} Diphthevia Cwithih the la!t teh yeavJ>
fovei'j""' ftvc-Ae""'tf ""'eec-A 3 TeA fhotf Co""'e withi""' the l~ft 10 ye~vf)

- . 1 !hot! o{ Mea!le! (a pvi~avy ahcA a JecohcAavy>
• 1 cAo!e o{ Rvbella
- . 1 cAo!e Mv~p!
ONCE THE $50 FINE HAS BEEN ENFORCED, THE STUDENT MAY PARTICIPATE IN A
PROGRAM THAT WILL HELP THEM BECOME COMPLIANT BY THE NEXT SEMESTER(SPRING 2000)

••••••••••••••••••••••••••
IMMUNIZATION DAYS ON CAMPUS will be held:
monday Oov. l..Q. 1QQQ from l.:OO to o:OO
Tue~day Oov. 30. 1QQQ from 10:00 to 3:00
Wedoe~day Dec 1. 1QQQ from 10:00 to 3:00
Thur~day Dec l... 1QQQ from 10:00 to 3:00
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THI COLUMBIA CHROMICLI IMYIHS YOU TO OUR lMD AMMUAL

MOVIMBU 16, 1999 @ 4 P.M. IN THI COLUMBIA (HROMICU OffiCI, SUITI 105, lUUSH BLDG.
COME MEET THE COLUMBIA CHRONICLE STAFF AND DISCUSS
HOW THE COLUMBIA CHRONICLE CAN BETTER SERVE THE
COLUMBIA COLLEGE COMMUNITY. SPACE IS LIMITED, SO PLEASE
ARRIVE BEFORE

4 . IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS ,

PLEASE CONTACT OUR OFFICE@ 312~344~7254.
REFRESHMENTS
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Tbe Columbia Chronicle is looking for a
·/
M•N•fiiNS EDITOR for the Spring ~oo semester! l
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Students interested in this position must be in good academic standing,
enrolled in at least 12 credit hours in the Spring semester and should be
taking or have taken the core courses in Journalism. Knowledge of Windows
'98, Windows NT, word processing, Photoshop and QuarkXPress is a plus, but
not required.
If you're a dedicated, hard-working student who doesn 't mind working long

hours for some extra cash to put into your pockets," call James @ 312-3447343 to set up an interview and/or to answer any questions you may have.
Please bring a resume and samples of your work to your interview.
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EDITORIAL

One turn preserves another
For prospective and current students, SRO could soon spell S.O.S
One of Columbia's greatest attractions, Chicago, is also
"When reporters like Chuck Goudie do an expose on
one of its biggest detriments. While Chicago is full of sex offenders registered at the Mission - even though
amazing cultural, intellectual and athletic wonders. There they're not actually living there - and the camera pans to
Jones' sign and mentions we're
is always somewhere to go,
always something to see. The
next door, it causes major probcity is Columbia's largest selllems for us," said Jones
ing point to high school seniors.
Principal Dr. Cynthia Barron.
Who wants to be stuck at a Big
"Parents may be choosing
Ten school in the middle of a
between us, Whitney Young or
cornfield, when you coul d be in
St. Ignatius. After that expose,
Chicago? Well, mainly, people
what do you think their decision
incredibly concerned about
will be?"
the ir personal safety.
Many local businessmen
Not many suburban parents
also have disturbing stories of
are comfortable with the idea of
encounters with Mission residents. "We've had situations
sending their little girl to the
big, bad city. It is a valid conwhere it turned violent. We've
had to call the cops a few times
cern. Disturbing, violent things
to haul them away," said Nick
happen in this city. The most
successful universities in the
Vranas, part-owner of the South
Loop Club.
city, DePaul University and
Northwestern University, are
According
to
Flavio
conveniently located in trendy,
Gentile, manager at Printer's
white, perceivably safe areas.
Row Pharmacy, two weeks ago
Columbia is not. Things are
a street person shopli fted a botgetting better every year. In I0
tle of Jack Daniels and literally
years, who knows what the
ran through the store's glass
South Loop will look like?
front door. Imagine that hapHowever, right now, it is not
pening in the summer, during
perceived as the safest place to
one of Columbia's open house
live or go to school. Like it or
days for high school seniors.
not, that fact is stunting the
It does not make any sense
growth and the reputation of
to put the SRO across from,
Columbia.
or even near a school. The
The recent news that the
city can use its power of emicity is buying the Drexler
nent domain to basically
Building, which is located
locate the SRO anywhere it
p leases. Lorraine Phillips,
across the street from the 623 S.
Wabash Building, and convertowner of the Drexler
Building doesn't want to sell
ing it into a Single Resident
her building, but she has no
Occupancy (SRO) is extremely
choice. Phillips has suggestdi sturbing news for the
ed the city choose an avai !Columbia community. A SRO
If
the
SRO
comes
to
town,
will
Columbia
students
hit
able bu ilding at 400 S. Clark
is an affordable housing unit
for the SRO, but the SRO
with furni shed sleeping rooms the road?
Advisory Council fee ls the
for low income residents. It
also serves as a transient living quarters for the homeless. Drexler building is better suited for a SRO. Perhaps the
It is a noble, worthwhile place that gives people a chance to c ity should invest some money and do whatever is necesget their lives back together. The question is, why is the city sary to make the 400 S. C lark building more suitable.
Columbia has acquired many buildings in the South
placing the SRO across from a school, in the middle of an
Loop and has played a large role in the revitalization of the
almost revitalized South Loop academic area?
The problem began when Jones High School's expan- area. Columb ia 's growth and expansion has greatl y
sion left no room fo r the Pacific Garden Miss ion. The mis- improved the overall image of the neighborhood . The city
sion has been causing probl ems for Jones High School for needs to take that into account before it jeopardizes the
future of the college and the community.
years.
BY BtLLY O'KEEFE

EDITOON

Corrections
and
Clarifications
In last week's Issue,
an article by Celina
Sumner ["Columbia's
race and gender
pollees to be
reformed") lncorrecUy
ldenUfled Dr. Lya Dym
Rosenblum as vice
president of the
gradaute school. In
fact, Dr. Rosenblum's
official UUe Is vice
president/dean of the
graduate school. The
Chronicle regrets the
error.
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o this day, I owe a little nod to my high
school freshman gym teacher, Mr.
Harrington. Yes, everyday as we lined up
along the putrid gym walls for attendance in our gold
and navy uniforms, he would come to me more often
than not and preach to me: " Hey, Danner. .. don't you
know it takes more muscles
to smile than it does to
frown?"
Bah. I remember wishing I could have enough guts
to ask him just how many
muscles it would take if I
slapped him upside his head.
But of all the jumble that
sifted through my ears in
high school, that sticks out
the most.
The thought of the
"smile lecture" was one of
the thoughts I had while I
was sitting at the memorial
service that was held last week for Columbia security
guard Albert ltson. All I kept thinking of was how he
sat in that little corner of the Main Building everyday,
and I saw one thing- his smile. It is that smile and
friendly attitude that I wi II remember most.
Some knew Itson better than others. I only knew
him by those pearly whites that he flashed me every
time I walked passed him. He always said hello and
was always eager to help me when I had various questions. I remember thinking to myself how I wished a
fraction of his warmth would leak out into the folks
up in financial aid.
So as I stood in the Hokin that day, listening to
other faculty members' memories of ltson, the tears
began to flow. I could hardly see as I made my way
to the refreshment table as I desperately searched for
a napkin to wipe away my sniffles. I kept thinking to
myself, that I never even knew Itson 's name until I
learned of his death. But somehow, I felt like he was
a part of me and my everyday Columbia experience.
It was the little things that he did each day that
endeared him to so many people in Columbia's community. Something as seemingly small as that had
such a huge effect on so many, enough to bring tears
to the eyes of some of Columbia's more hardenedfaced individuals.
Then I began to think of how little things like that
aren't really minor at al l. In fact, something as simple as a hello, or as holding the door open for someone, can make a bad day feel a tad bit better.
A couple of weeks ago I was taking a stroll down
my suburban street with my neighbor's dog Scout at
my side. I was having a BAD day and was not in the
best of moods.
But as I was walking with Scout and she was trying to chew the leash, which held her captive, a little
blonde girl and her sister approached me and my
pooch. At first they wanted to pet Scout, who was
more interested in chasing the squirrel up the nearby
tree, than being social. So one of the little girls and I
had a nice chat about her own dog Belle. She then
was showing me the plastic tiaras her sister and her
had just bought.
After we had chatted for about I 0 minutes, she
plucked a Queen Anne 's lace wildflower from her
yard and gave it to me. As I thanked her, Scout and I
began walking again.
But the whole time, my mind kept coming back to
how the gesture made by the girl to give me that
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Poof! goes the no-smoking policy
MELODY

E.

~~

Danner

RODGERS

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 6

Copy Editor
fter 15 years, the Thompson Center is taking a clos- making reference to smoking, but there needs to be more. This
er look at thetr smokmg policy in the building and subject should fall under the "College Policies" section.
perhaps Columbia should do the same.
Currently in this section are Columbia's policies on sexual
In 1995, Chicago issued the "Clean Indoor Air Ordinance" harassment and drug and alcohol abuse. These topics are very
and in response, Columbia's Director of Security and Public important, but so is smoking.
Safety Jose Gallegos issued a memorandum to all security offiIt is unfair to subject those who aren' t smokers to secondcers. The memo stated, "There wi ll be no smoking in hand smoke or to force them to take the elevator up or down a
Columbia College building lobbies, public restrooms, eleva- few floors because the smoke in the stairwell is intolerable. I
tors, classrooms, theaters, hallways, labs and studios." Martha know it is probably obvious by now that I am a non-smoker,
Meegan-Linehan, director of
but I do believe that peoadministrative services, said
ple should be allowed to
that the smoking policy is
smoke, but only in
still active. So why is it that
appropriate places.
every time you walk down
The majority of the
the stairwell in the 624 S.
buildings owned by
Michigan Building, you walk
Co lumbia include some
into a cloud of smoke?
designated
smoking
When the smoking ordiareas such as the Follett
nance was issued, it included
lounge at 600 S.
designated smoking areas,
Michigan, the Hokin
but it doesn't appear that
Annex at 623 S. Wabash,
those are used as often as the
the Faculty Lounge at
stairwell. I don't know about
624 S. Michigan and the
you, but it's beg inning to
basement lounge in the
make me sick- literally.
Theater building. If you
The memo didn't actually
require fresh air (no pun
use the word "stairwell ," as a
intended) you may also
place not to smoke, and persmoke outside.
haps it was assumed that it If Columbia has a policy on smoking, then who are THESE guys?!
Smoking isn't somefell under the "hallway" catething that has to be done,
gory. Maybe students just aren' t aware that you can't smoke in but breath ing is. Therefore, it is necessary that smokers show
the stairwell, or maybe they just don 't care.
some consideration toward non-smokers. My intentions are
For those of you who weren 't aware, now you know. For not to demean smokers, but rather make them aware that there
those of yo u who don't care, you need to start because there are is a problem.
consequences.
Meegan-Linehan said that if a student witnesses smoking
Columbia's student handbook (available at the Dean of in the stairwell , they should notify security because it is a safeStudents' office) has a section entitled, "Code of Conduct." In ty and fi re hazard to smoke in unauthorized areas.
this section, it speci fically states that smoking in smoke-free
I have spoken to many students that agree with me, but I
designated areas is prohibited and can result in disciplinary am fully aware there will be many students that don't. Oh well.
action, including di smissal from the college.
The only time I want to see smoke in the building is if there is
I do appreciate the small notation in the student handbook a fi re.

A

flower had almost instantly brightened up my
mood. When I got home, I gave it some water,
and continued to nurse the delicate flower until
it drooped and could stand no more. Even
though the flower has since dried up, the gift
that little girl gave is something I will never forget.
A co-worker of mine also realized just how
important the most inane things can be when her
brother died recently. He had been hospitalized
for some time after long bouts with a string of
medical problems. But after his death, when she
went to clean out his room, she found what
would appear to be garbage to many of usopened envelopes, candy wrappers- every
scrap of anything that was given to him whi le he
was in the hospital. Here was a 40-something
year-old man who saved all the things that had
been given to him from the handful of loved
ones who had come to see him while he was ill.
Those empty envelopes gave him solace.
Today, his sister still has a shoebox filled
with her brother's "treasures." She couldn 't
throw these things away after they had brought
so much com fort to her brother in his fina l days.
How many of us zip through the day and
never really stop to think about how important it
is to appreciate the smaller things? I know I do.
Half the time I' m so caught up in my own
world, obsessing about various deadlines that I
forget to even think about how much time I am
letting just breeze by with all the worrying I am
doing. Honestly, we' re only ha lf way through
the semester and I've already plucked FOUR
gray hairs. Stress is as commonplace in our
li ves as our morning cup of coffee.
But as I cried that day at ltson's memorial, I
realized how it was the minor things that I knew
about ltson that I was ultimately go ing to
miss- his smile, his gigantic presence, his daily
greeting. The little things that when put together, touch so many lives.

-----· ----,------

The Chronicle Mailbag
A hankie for the Chronicle
When did the staff writers at the Chronicle become so
selfish? It seems as if I'm always reading, "I'm a grad student and I think this," or "''m a senior and I want that," or
"College is so hard, and it's stressing ME out..." Come on!
Dema Kovalenko
Colu mbia Student

bad? May the positive impression that Albert left on students, teachers, co-workers and the like, inspire us all to
do the same.
I'll see you in heaven, Albert. God bless you and your
family.
Diane J. Bell
Columbia Alu mnus
via the Chronicle Message Board

Remembering Albert ltson

A Cub fan comes clean

I just so happened to check out the Col umbia Web site
to see what was going on at my alma mater, when I found
out that the tallest security guard that I remember at CCC
had gone to be with the Lord. I remember when I could
have been experiencing a crummy day, but when Albert
would smile at me and say, "Good morning," or simply,
"How are you doing," I'd feel a little better. I never knew
his name, I merely knew him as the "tall security guard
who is so nice."
I'm convinced that no matter who you are, you affect
somebody, whether you realize it or not. Your smile can
be an encouragement, or your frown-an insult. When people remember you, will they remember good things or

Question: Why is the Chronicle's best sportswriter
also the cartoonist!? Billy O'Keefe sucks for dissing the
Cubs the way he did, but he sucks even more for being
right. Hilarious article, I hate to admit.
Nathan Watson
Film
via the Chronicle Message Board

VIva Ia U-Pass
I'm all for the Graduate U-PASS! Even though I am a
second BA student, I hope to be in the g raduate school by

this spring. God knows, I would love to have the U-PASS
next semester.
However, I think if you expect more participation or a
better response from graduate students, there has to be a
more organized effort. Naturally, a few petitions posted
around the elevators in one building aren't going to get an
overwhelming response.
Perhaps a petition can be passed around the graduate
classes? Maybe a copy in each graduate department- in
facu lty mailboxes to announce in classes? My point is
that it needs wider circul ation, whatever the method .
Additionally, perhaps a survey or questionnaire can be
part of the pre registrati on process to determine what the
need/want for the graduate U-PASS will be. As we all
know, many of the undergrads didn't approve of the additional $65 fee for a pass they weren't going to use that
often, but apparently they were in the minority compared
to the rest of the undergrad population.
Anyway, add my name to the virtual petition. I'm willing to help coord inate efforts so that I can have the UPASS as a graduate student.
Piriya Yongkasemsiri
Visual Arts Managment
via the Chronicle Message Board

Question: What do you think of the SRO moving across the street from Columbia?

James Govan
"I don't have a problem with it.
There are ·already places
around here like that. "

Nicholson
"Why does it have to be across
· ·the· street?"

Dennis Rodgers
"It's a good opportunity for
these people. Finally the city is
looking out for the people."

Rhonda Steinman
"I think that this is going to create trouble among students."
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Open 24 Hours a Day
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apply. Seats are limited and may not be available on all flights . Prices
are subject to change and do not include PFC's of up to $12 round trip .
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MOYUUU 16, 1999@ 4 P.M. IM THE (OUMBU CHRONICLE OffiCE, SUITE 105, WU!SH BLDG.
COME MEET THE COLUMBIA CHRONICLE STAFF AND DISCUSS
HOW THE COLUMBIA CHRONICLE CAN BETTER SERVE THE
COLUMBIA COLLEGE COMMUNITY. SPACE IS LIMITED, SO PLEASE
ARRIVE BEFORE

4 . IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS,

PLEASE CONTACT OUR OFFICE @ 312~344~7254.
REFRESHMENTS
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DEADLINES
-Last day to Drop classes for the Fall 99 Semester is Oct. 22, 1999
-Last day to Withdraw from classes is November 19, 1999
-Last day to comply with the state's law on immunization is November 19, 1999. A
complete immunization history must be in the record's office by that deadline.

After ·D eadline
-After the November 19, 1999 deadline has passed and a $50 fine has been attached
to the student's account that students (as well as anybody who desires) to become
compliant at our Immunization Days on Campus held in the Faculty lounge in the
Torco Building, November 29 thru December 2.

IMMUNIZATION DAYS ON CAMPUS
-Monday, Nov. 29 (2:00-6:00)
-Tuesday, Nov. 30 (10:00-3:00)
-Wednesday Dec. 1 (1 0:00-3:00)
-Thursday Dec. 2 (1 0:00-3:00)

Rep lv

Forward

Delete

Hey :
Goto www .collegetravelnetwork .com. SNL in NYC, BABY! Regis ter your name
on their site and we could win and live it up in N - Y - C: RT plane tickets, phat
hotel room , t x ts to SNL LIVE! LIVE! LIVE! Yeeehhhaawwww ...
Later (oh yeah , feed motorhead)
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wondered where the asteroid cannons came from, as these things

-::-:7.~~...;_::...;...._____ rained down on all sides of our AstroBiaster. For five minutes, which
Passing through
the subway-style
turnstiles with my
subway-style
swipe-card, I was
drawn toward the
parking lot-sized
at the
1-------------~~~~-:..!::.~~:.::J~elevator
of the room.
I stepped in and hit the up button. Mirrors surrounded me on all sides and
the strip of bright lights illuminating my reflection was mesmerizing. Suddenly,
lights were shut off and the lift shuddered into motion, lurching and shuddering upwards. When the sound effects started and the lights began to flash
and crackle, I caught sight of my panic strickenface. I realized that I should
be having fun. I managed to compose myself as I stepped out onto the
Replay Zone.
While trying to sidle up to the Buzz Lightyear-s AstroBiaster without looking
like a child abductor, I sheepishly stood in line for my chance to blast off.
When the warden ushered me in, she asked me if I had heard all of the
instructions regarding the bumper-car ride . I lied, pretended to be offended
and said, "yes." Anyway how difficult could the thing be? The answer is very
difficult.
Being in a vengeful mood, I opted to be the gunner, while my boyfriend,
whom I had dragged along for the occasion, was the driver. The bells rang,
the music began and suddenly I was under fire from all sides. "Shoot," my
boyfriend shouted, while I maniacally pressed the fire button to no avail. I

is a long time from amusement rides, we were unanmed and defenseless. At the last minute, I saw a fellow-AstroBiaster gunner reach down
between him and his driver and retrieve an asteroid cannon. I looked down
and nestled between my boyfriend and I was a full round of asteroid cannons.
Pausing momentarily to groan, I quickly made up for lost time by blasting
everything in sight, including young children who recoiled in terror. Lucky for
them, the ride came to an abrupt end.
Onward to the Score Zone, where the virtual reality thriller, "Ride the
Comix" was my next stop. To the casual onlooker, you might look silly shaking a plastic stick around, but inside the helmet you and your light sabre "battle super-villains as you fly through a 3-D world."
Back to reality, if you can call it that, and on to the human pinball machine.
Standing on a pod with handlebars, the trick is to maneuver yourself past the
goalie at the top of a giant screen. Tired of reality, I wandered into the
Explore Zone and onto a "Virtual Jungle Cruise." I got splashed playfully by
the rapids and was nearly fatally attacked by a dinosaur. A glutton for punishment, I finished up my quest for not-so-cheap thrills at "CyberSpace
Mountain ," a virtual reality roller coaster ride that you can design yourself. I
thought it best to stick with the engineer-s design and after five complete 360
degree turns, I learned that I am still not ready for Six Flags. After being
thrown about for the past two hours, the most adventurous thing I wanted
from FoodQuest was a cold drink. The desserts looked delicious and, in true
Disney style, were fantastical.
If you're disillusioned with reality, Disney Quest offers you a choice; you can
meander day to day through the banalities of life, or, for $17.50, you can get
attacked by flying dogs and dinosaurs in glorious Technicolor. I know which
one I'd choose.

The Peggy Notebaert
Nature Museum, located
in Lincoln Park, opened
its doors to the public on
Saturday, Oct. 23. It is
named in honor of Peggy
Notebaert due to her continued service as a dedicated member of
Chicago's philanthropic
community.
Peggy Notebaert and
the president of the Chicago Academy of Sciences welcomed Mayor Daley and the
public to the museum's grand opening. The site of the museum, which is on Fullerton
Drive and Cannon Parkway, was selected for its "natural landscape of park and pond."
The museum was designed to enhance the natural habitats around the location. The
designers and landscape artists went to great lengths to bring the environment back to
its natural state. They returned over 10,000 plants and 140 trees to the landscape.
Landscape artist Carol Yetken replicated four Midwestern ecosystems for the museum.
It is the only museum that is dedicated to the Midwestern environment.
The exhibits include the Butterfly Haven, which allows you to view dozens of monarchs and moths, the City Science exhibit, which gives a new perspective on nature,
and Environmental Central where you can participate in making decisions on challenging aspects of our environment. The Water Lab is the place to learn how our system of
rivers and lakes affects daily life. The Wilderness Walk focuses on a variety of different
ecosystems, and the Children's Gallery is a hands-on look at the W!!tland and prairie
environment. The museum's largest exhibit is the area outside that surrounds the
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A heartwarming story of
family love and loyalty
EDELCOFFEY

Staff Writer

"The Grandfather," Jose Luis
Garcia's Oscar nominated film
is a heart-warming story of
'
family love, loyalty and the
struggles that often accompany these two.
The story centers around
Don Rodrigo (Fernando
Ferntm-G6mez), the Count of
Albrit, who after the death of
his son, has returned penniless from America. Shortly
before his son 's death, the
Count received a letter suggesting that his daughter-inlaw, Lucrecia, was not a loyal
wife. The letter implied that
Lucrecia had an affair with a
painter and had his child.
Motivated to discover who his
legitimate grandchild is, the
Count returns to his home and
discovers more than he had
anticipated.
Determining the identity of
his real grandchild, however, is
not as easy as Rodrigo expected. He is shunned and rejected by everyone, including his
daughter-in-law. His efforts
are hindered by the local politicians and Lucrecia's allies,
who are all working together to
prevent Rodrigo from uncovering the secret of his lineage.
Senen, assistant to Lucrecia,
the local priest and some
monks intoxicate Rodrigo and
try to detain him in the
monastery in order to put an
end to his investigations.
Rodrigo, however, is not put off
that easily and is determined in
his task.
The one person who seems
willing to talk openly to Rodrigo
is Don Pio Coronado. Played
by the expressive Rafael
Alonso, Pio is an aging schoolmaster, despised by his own
grandchildren. He finds solace
in two of his young female stu-

dents, the daughters of
Lucrecia. One of the girls is
the Rodrigo's true granddaughter, the other is the child of the
painter.
The film questions the traditional notion that we need to
be bound by blood to experience familial love and loyalty.
In fact, as in the movie, better
functioning families are often
formed out of non-blood relatives, and it is sometimes preferred to blood-bound familial
experiences.
As the film continues,
Rodrigo becomes fond of both
of Lucrecia's girls. He tries to
get them to revea l traits about
themselves that might give him
a hint as to who their fathers
are. As the film progresses , it
becomes clear that he loves
both girls equally, and the
question of pedigree is no
longer an issue when determining his affections.
The film is wonderfully shot,
with panoramic views of the
Spanish coastline. The classic
genre of the film draws strong
comparisons with
Shakespeare's Hamlet. Senen
plays a wonderful Polonius-fawning , verbose and eventually humiliated for what he is.
Lucrecia is an impressive
queen, unfaithful to her latehusband, yet not void of
remorse. Rodrigo and Pio are
a great pair as Hamlet and
Horatio and even get to ponder
suicide. Rodrigo as the outcast prince, who is now considered mad, even goes so far
as to quote "To be or not to be;
that is the question.'
The film has a running time
of two and a half-hours , which
is on the long side. However,
the touching sentimentality and
comedic relief that is scattered
throug hout the film, as well as
the captivating cinematography
makes it well worth the time.

DJ MF (Promoter Mike
Fabiano) the mastermind
behind N*Vision has put
together an all-star cast of
techno, drum n' bass,
house, hip-h op, jungle,
trance and hardcore music
headlined by OJ Tron and
Dara.
The lineup includes
Portland's Barry Weaver,
part of The Funky Tekno Tribe , "Paco d' Bongo" Justin Long as
part of the underground dance scene, Vince Anthony blending
techno and trance , Acetate mixing everything together, DJ
Revise turning hip-hop inside out, and old-school afficionado DJ
Seven.
N* Vision has already brought the fans of the underground,
"Revolution in Progress" a year ago and "Kemistry" held in June.
"Our crowds are bigger and big ger each time . The thing that I've
noticed the most is that people don't even know who throw the
party and without the promoter you wouldn't have the DJ's," said
Fabiano.
The event will take place, Friday, Nov. 12. Arrive before 11
p.m. and pay only $12.
For more information call312/409-4186. For questions, comments and guest list inquires, check out www.Nvision@go.com.

VITALITY
AMY AZZARITO

Copy Chief

Bardo Pond's droning, guitar heavy sound makes their new LP,
Set and Setting, the perfect album to listen to after a long day
when you're tired, cranky, cold and in a just plain ' shitty" mood.
The album won't ease your pain-it has more of a wallowing in
your misery sound than an upbeat, move your feet groove.
This Philadelphia-rooted band came by their psychedelic art rock
sound honestly--they've all got degrees in various sorts of visual
arts. Bardo Pond was formed before any of the members even
knew how to play their instruments-- in fact , at first, they were
afraid of losing their purity if they did become proficient. There was
a method to their madness, though. They taped almost everything
they played--jam sessions, rehearsals-and filmed most live
shows. Every once in a while, they'll go back and listen to the
recorded 1mprov sessions to discover a riff that may be turned into
a song, but their work-in-progress style songs are always ever
changing in their often spontaneous live shows.
Surprisingly, Bardo Pond , doesn't have a 'no worries, be happy'
stoner sound--surprising because they have a reputation of being
stoned at nearly every show. The songs seem to move along at a

lazy, swirling pace although the drums and guitars want to race ahead; it is
lsobel Sollenberger's understated vocals that hold the raging emotions in
check. Bardo Pond's sludgy, exploratory sound is reminiscent of the Dead
C's album Trapdoor Fucking Exit. Like the Dead C, the drums and vocals in
Bardo Pond are buried under sloppy guitar distortion and feedback. They take
the Dead C vibe, move it in a pop direction and throw in barely audible but
bell-tone clear vocals similar to that of Belinda Butcher of My Bloody Valentine.
This is music that intentionally defies expectations about rock music. They
have found a way to craft their songs so that one can identify a consistent aesthetic-a thick, lethargic, aural representation of hypnotic meditation.
The rhythms oscillate steadily, like the slowed heart beat of a sleep walker,
while the guitars relentlessly churn out compelling riffs at maximum volume.
The first track, "Walking Stick Man," has an ebb and flow or push1ng, pull.ng

tension in the interplay of the guitars th at creates a sense of instability that perfectly contrasts the repetitive, steady drum beat. Sollenbergers' vocal style is
the direct opposite of the majority of female rock singers you hear fronting •
ban ds these days. She groans unenthusiastically over the cacophony in an
intentionally random manner that rubs against the rigid regularity of the musica nice touch. Track two, ' This Time (So Fucked)," begins with a spliced sample of a man speaking that resembles some of Steve Reich's minimalist tape
loop pieces. "Again," the fourth track, is somewhat of a divergence because of
its faster tempo, but it adds diversity to the album and it proves that Bardo
Pond can deliver driving, noisy rock 'n' roll when they want to. Check them
out.
Bardo Ponds plays at the Empty Bottle on Saturday, Nov. 13. Their new LP,
Set and Setting is available on the Matador label.

Cisnew's exquisite Japanimation debut
One of the most anticipated animated films of
the year was released to Chicago audiences on
Oct. 29. The film is by master Japanese animator, Hayao Miyazaki and is one of the most popular Japanese films ever made.
In Japan, the film smashed all box office records and brought in more than
$150 million.
It received several awards in Japan for pioneering techniques in animation. It
also received the 1998 award for best picture at the Japan Film Awards. Now
expertly dubbed in English by Miramax with some of today's hottest stars, the
film has the opportunity to captivate American audiences as well.
Japanimation has come a long way in only a few short years . What was
once a comic book store rarity and television-only import is now a multimilliondollar industry. The extremely loyal fans of anime helped expose this once
unknown genre. Over the years, anime gained a larger audience and better
production budgets, which allows for a few theatrical releases .
The first theatrical release to make a big impact on the anime illiterate was
the critically acclaimed Marmuru Oishii's "Ghost in the Shell," a fully animated
version of the Shiro Matsume manga (Japanese comic art) of the same name.
This film not only gained mild press, but it also allowed critics across the nation
to give their opinion s- nearly all positive- of Japanese animation.
Miyazaki is the creator of famous anime and manga such as ' Nausiicaa" and
the American theatrical release "Tortoro" (1989). Recently, Disney--fearing the
penetration of Japanese animation into America decided to get in on this phenomena before it was too late. Miyazaki, who normally refused exclusive deals
except to his own production company, Studio Giribi, but with the assurance
that the releases would be supervised by only him, allowed Disney to become
his sole distributor in America.
Miyazaki has a long and cherished career in Japanese animation. Miyazaki
joined the Toei Animation studio in 1963. He started his first and one of his
best works, "Naausica of the Valley of the Wind' in 1986. First serialized for
several years in manga form and later animated, this was the first film that
gave him worldwide acclaim. The movie won a commendation from the World
Wildlife Fund for his portrayal of a post apocalyptic tribe dealing with a longpast civilization that polluted and destroyed most of the world.
On of the greatest challenges faced by Mira max Voice Director, Jack
Fletcher, was the dubbing for American audiences. The dubbing is only close
to perfect. Gillian Anderson's portrayal of Moro, the mother wolf, cou ld use
some work. Interestingly enough , in the Japanese version a man plays her
part. The rest of the actors handled their parts perfectly and in some cases better than the original Japanese. Fletcher helped the actors get accustomed to
acting to animation. Fans of anime may be familiar with his work on the excellently dubbed ''Tenchi Muyol" and "Spawn ' TV series.
Entenng the theater, I was astounded by the number of patrons who ca me
for what I expected to be an art-house showing. The theater was packed with
evening moviegoers, mostly trendy twenty-somethings and families with older
children. The film , by the way, is not recommended for young children. It was
rated PG-13 and contains several graphic violent scenes. However, don't let
the violence of the film put you off. Its views on conservation and equality are
CHRISTOPHER PLUTA

Correspondem

more than
enough justification to take
youngsters to
view it. As
Miyazaki put it
himself, this film
is for "anyone
over the fifth
grade."
From the first
few minutes
alone, one can see animation in this film is exquisite and should be a model for
anyone entering animation as a profession. The level of detail and the fluidity
of the rendering is awe inspiring . Don't let other reviews fool you into thinking
the animation is not on par-this film gave Disney a definite run for it's money.
More than 144,000 frames of animation and almost 10 percent of scenes that
use computer graphics, make this film a visual tour de force.
The movies best aspect is the story line. I must say this is one of the most
endearing films I've seen and it has an excellent blend of action, drama and
humor to please the stringent audience. The film is about a young warrior in
medieval Japan, Ash itaka, voiced by Billie Cudrup, who is banished after he is
forced to kill a wild boar to protect his village.
After giving one final blow to the beast, the creature touches him and passes
on a horrible curse- a scar that will eventually swallow him up. If Ashitaka can
destroy the evil force in the west, the gods may remove his curse.
As he rides west, he is caught up in a massacre and discovers a pair of
wounded soldiers. On his way to take them back to their home village. At the
village, Iron Town, he meets Lady Eboshi (Claire Daines), leader of the village.
She is a die hard philanthropist, taking in women from brothels and lepers giving them a home, but she strives to destroy the forest around her so she can
mine for more metal to make guns for export. Princess Mononoke (Minnie
Driver) is a member of the wolf tribe, and she seeks to defend the forest.
I felt this film portrayed an idealistic and hopeful representation of nature and
humanity. Both sides of conservation and industrialism are given fair game. It
makes one ponder about how the aspects of each side tend to confuse and
warp the other. However, the strong point of the film is compromising learning
to get past the things that tear us apart. Each character is dynamic and never
repetitive. Some scenes in this movie, especially between Ashitake and
Mononoke, are so heart-wrenching that even I had difficulty holding back tears.
Unfortunately, this captivating film will not be able to compete in the Oscars
due to a shorter and more exclusive 1998 art house showing in Los Angeles.
Although the film was in subtitled format and not distributed nationally, a
dubbed re-release, even by Disney offshoot Mlramax, does not constitute reeliglbility according to the Academy Award guidelines.
This epoch film is extremely vast, and nothing can prepare you for this level
of quality entertainment. This is a big screen must-see.
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ATTENTION
ALL PAINTERS...
THE HOKIN GALLERY NEEDS. YOUR ART!!!
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ALL ART/DESIGN STUDENTS ARE INVITED TO PARTICIPATE IN OUR
EXHIBITION OF."

BANG! ART AS A PROCESS"

THE PURPOSE OF THE SHOW IS TO ALLOW All PAINTERS AT COLUMBIA TO FILL THE HOKIN

GALLERY WITH PIECES THAT REPRESENT THE HARD WORK AND DEDICATION THEY HAVE
ACCOMPLISHED TO BECOME ARTISTS.

SO WHAT DO WE NEED FROM YOU?
1.

PLEASE SUBMIT NO LESS THAN THRFE DUPLICATIONS OF THE

WORK YOU WOULD EXHIBIT: PHOTOS OP. SLIDES

2. Write a brief statement addressing the conceptual and aesthetic issues
that concern you as an artist. The purpose ot this statement is to create a dialouge
between your work and the audience. Bring attention to the process you go through
to create a painting
·

QUESTIONS?
CONTACT RYAN@ 773-388-0212 .. .LEAVE MESSAGE!
SUBMIT All PHOTOS OR SLIDES ALONG WITH your WRITTEN STATEMENT IN
AN ENVELOPE. PLEASE WRITE your FULL NAME AND PHONE NUMBER ON THE
~~.

DROP OFF IS IN THE TENTH FLOOR SUPPLY ROOM(#1 008).
8:30AM-1 O:OOPM
MON-SAT
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THE SHOW WILL OPEN 3DECEMBER.
~
OPENING RECEPTION 9DECEMBER.
SHOW ENDS 21 JANUARY. ~
SP0 NS0 RED 8 Y T HE H0 K I N CENTER
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Tha Sound Cornar
BILLY O'KEEFE

Viewpoints/New Media Editor

too much in three years, a frustrating feat considering her obvious
gifts and potential. But until Apple
drops the bomb she's destined to
unleash, this topsy-turvy effort will
fit the bill nicely-for a while, anyway.

When the Pawn hits ...
Fiona Apple
(Sony/Epic)
Fiona Apple's second effort
screams concept album. The title,
after all, is 89 words longer than
her debut, Tidal, and it even
rhymes .
Even worse, the music on
When the Pawn hits ... swallows
itself into a conceptual black hole
early on. ' On the Bound" leads off
the album with a good groove and
' To Your Love" is an ugly melody
that's somehow catchy, but what
follows is a whole lot of sameness. Calling the meat of this one
a drag is an understatement.
Fortunately, things pick up in the
end and never really level off
again. The first single ' Fast as you
can" is as close as Apple will ever
get to scatting, and ' The Way
Things Are" and ' Get Gone" are
great vehicles for Apple's awesome voice and lyrical capabilities.
If it seems like Pawn sounds a
lot like Tidal, it's because it does;
musically, Apple hasn't changed

Original Motion Picture
Soundtrack
Fight Club
Featuring music by the Dust
Brothers
(BMG/Restless)
Stylish to a T, "Fight Club" the
movie is a multimedia palette for
both the eyes and the ears, fu ll of
visual and audible twists, beats
and ooh-la-las. Unfortunately,
Fight Club the soundtrack isn't so
exciting.
Give the Dust Brothers credit for
trying to make a soundtrack that
isn't simply 15 stupid hits from 15
stupid one-hit wonders. But the
same music that carried some of
the movie's best moments sounds
awfully hush-hush here without
their dramatic cues, and the final
result is surprisingly empty. For
those who want a souvenir, pick
up a movie poster instead.

"AHtoniHhing hi
.
t,"
entertauunen
·
_Chicago Sun-Time•
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Paul

by Billy O'Keefe

Purgatory

by Mark Stern
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Three ways to
beat the high
cost of college.

Indoor Interactive Theme Park

1. The Montgomery Gl Bill

t . Student loan repayment
3. Part-time income
T h e Army Reserve Alternate
Training Program is a smart way to
pay for college.
First, if yo u q ualify, the Montgomery GI Bill can provide you with
over $7,000 for current college expenses or approved vo/tech training.
Second, if you have--or obtain-a
qualified student loan not in default,
you may get it paid off at the rate of
15% per year or $1,500, whichever is
greater, up to a maximum of $10,000.
Selected military skills can double that
maximum.
Third, you can earn parl·time
money in college, and here's how it
works: One summer you take Basic
Training, and the next summer you
receive skill training at an Army
school. You'll e arn over $1,600 for
Basic and even more for skill training.
Then you'll attend monthly meetings
at an Army Reserve unit near your
college, usually one weekend a month
plus two weeks a year. You'll be paid
over $107 a weekend to start. It's
worth thinking about. Give us a call:

Just show your valid college I. D. and get

50o/ooffadmission
200/o off food and beverage
Every Thursday, SPM-Midnight
November 4, 1999 - May 25, 2000*
DisneyQuest is a five·story, indoor interactive theme park
that combines Disney magic with cutting-edge technologies. You and
your friends can design and ride the roller coaster of your dreams
at Cybersp ace Mountain and shoot t he rapids on a real river raft
on Virlus/ Jungle Cruise. Experience over 250 attractions,
rides and games at DisneyOuest Chicago!

~
a OHIO@ RUSH
0

312·222·1300

888..292..2769
BE ALL YOU CAN BE~

www.disneyquest.com

ARMY
RESERVE
www.goarmy.com

·college Night discount not valid on December 23 and December 30, 1999.
Not valid with any other discounts or offers.
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Stop by the Chronicle Office (Room 205 Wabash Building) to pick up a complimentary pass
to a s pecial advance screening of WHERE'S MARLOWE?

The screening i s scheduled for 7:30PM on TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 9th at the
LOEWS CINEPLEX 900 N. M ICHIGAN CINEMAS.
Passes are a vailable while supplies last on a first-come, first-ser ve d basis. One pass per person ple a se. No purchase necessary.

WHIRl'S MARLOWI open• Prlday, November 1 2 exclusively at the Fine Arts Theatre.
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SPRING EARLY REGISTRATION
Spring 2000 Early Registration for continuing students
(only) begins November 29, 1999 and ends December 10,
1999. Registration information will be mailed out to all
students within the first two weeks of November.

TO ALL STUDENTS
If you have changed your address or if you are not sure
that the address on file is correct you should go to the
·~ Records office and inquire or correct the address on file.
...

'

To qualify for Early Registration, you must be a
Continuing student (currently enrolled).
New students do not qualify for Early Registration.
'

.

VOID DATE

Students who early register for the Spring 2000 will
have until' December 17, 1999 to sign their Bursar
contracts. Students who do not sign their contracts
by this deadline will have their classes dropped.

I
~----------------~
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COMPUTER JOBS
DOUBLE

IN THE NEW MILLENIUM, GET CERTIFIED.
Due to the t r eme ndous respo n se o ur classes are sche du led
on evenings, weekdays and wee kend s. From 9AM ·t o 9PM.

MICROSOFT
CERTIFICATION

MCSE

Windows NT Networl(ing
All 6 Modules
200 Hours
$3.500.00

MCSD
VISUAL BASIC 6.0
120 H.$1,500.00
Covers 2Exams
of MCSD

A+

HARDWARE CERTIFICATION
70 HOURS
$1000.00

Oracle Certified
Proffessional

OCP

Oracle RDBMS
GET READY FOR:

70 HOURS $1,000.00

E-COMMERCE
BUSINESS

Oracle (DEV/2000)

• Web Design
lncluOesHTML

40 Hours. $1,000

• C++Language
60 HOURS. $1,000

70 HOURS $1 ,000.00

• Refund Polley
If Not Completely Satisfied.
• Tech Loans Available,
pay as low as $30 a month.
• Financial Aid From IETC & WFDC

(Covers 5 Exams of OCP)

Oracle DBA
Administration,
Back-up and Recovery

• Java and Corba

Performance Tuning

120 HOURS. $2,400

100 HOURS $2,000.00

THE
OFCONWUTERSCffiNCE
(773) 604 4305
3425 W. Peterson Ave ., Chicago.

• Job Placement Available.

\1\J&
Authorized

Testing Center

Web site:
aquariusinstitute.com

INSTITUTE
(630) 894 6105
125 E. Lake St.# 205, Bloommgdale,IL.

STUDENT
RUSH
TICKETS!
Purchase tickets on
the same day or the
performance lor $25.
Must present student 10 at the
box oHice. Only one ticket can be
purchased per 10. Box oHice is
open Mon-Sat 9am-10pm

NOVEMBER 8 , 1 999

GAD TNIJ.
PROVIDES ITS PART-TIME EMPLOYEES WHO WORk'
-112 TO 5 HOURS PER DAY WITH REALLY GREAT
PAY, AWESOME ~ENERTS, WEEKENDS OFF, AND...
The UPS

Earn&
Learn
Program

UP TO

~23,000

IN COLLEGE EVOCATION ASSISTANCE
FOR STUDENTS.

WARNING other part-time job offerings may contain hidden, fatal
errors that can lead to or cause damage to your maximum earning potential.
To be certain you are working with the real thing, call...

1·888·4U PS·JOB
Access Code: 4615

I 5F I

~

Equal Opportunity Employer
UPS

Earn & Leam Program

guidelines apply. College education assistance available at the followmg UPS Chicagotand fac1hl1es: Hodgkins, Add1son, Palat1ne and downtown Chicago Uefferson Street).

Advertising, a-commerce.
marketing, public relationsexcit ing and interesting fields,
but how do you get mto them?
Stuart's master's degree in Mari<eting
Communication can teach you the kind of
skills that corporations. advertising agencies.
and marketing firms seek. You will learn how
the tools in the communication profession are integrated into an effective, overall marketing strategy. Faculty members
drawn from the profession will guide you through each of the courses.
The program consists of 14 courses offered year-round on the quarter
system. Students can specialize in a-commerce or communications
management. Courses meet one evening a week for 11 weeks at
liT's Downtown Chicago Campus. Full- or part-time enrollment. Fulltime students can complete the program in as few as 15 months.
Internships are available.

For further information
Dr. John Tarini, degrees@stuart.iit.edu. 312.906.6535.

She's finally coming over, huh?

SOMETHING TELLS US THIS ISN'T
THE BEST TIME TO RUN TO THE BANK.
No biggie, bank online.
FrM lntemet bon~Uf\C ,_,ith LaSa lkiO•IIo• • F"uM IJCUM to over JSO ATMt atOWtd Chlca&O
7 c:h.c:kln& ac:oovnt optlont • frH d•lMVATM ca1d • Transfot fwxb bet ween LaSalle accounr.

Tht! r'H:tX1 titre yoJ ha'le sornf: bclnkm~ to do but mOt~ prt>ss1ng er.eagements

Stuart
GRADUATE

SC HOO L

amw, )Otfl: oe glad ~'Cu howe a Lnsal:e ;ih&c5ung accour~t w1tt: tree lntt!~r.ct bankmg.
It's l:ke hdvlng a bonk r1ght wh9Hi ycu l:vu. Open yoJt LaSallo

account at www.fasallebank5.com or ca:I 1·800-840 -0190.
OF

BU S INE SS

Illinois Institute of Technology
565

w. Adam s St.,

Ch icag o, Illinois 60661-369 1

www.stuart.iit.edu

~~~
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Experience, Meney,
Flexi-......_._.............____ _

-+

r& could you want from a job?
We're Bowne (hke town) Bumess SolutiOns and we cunrently have the foiiOWJng
opportunrtJes at our downtown Chicago locat1on:

1 Piercing pain
5 Coetzer of
tenms
t 1 Joey of the twist
14 Fast-fo od choice
15 Release
t 6 Sl 1 ~ u~
t 7 Actor Sharif
18 Combines
19 Moral misdeed
20 Publish again
22 Morals
24 Spicy pie
27 Anyth1ng
whatever
28 Is down with
29 Rattled
3 t Streisand film
34 Main Street
structure
35 Ames and Koch
38 Writer Oz
39 Cause anxiety
40 Vivacity
41 Belgravia bar
42 Potential oak
43 Upslopes
-44 Most unwell
46 Be unwell
47 Spread like
wildfire
49 Devo1d of
compassion
54 Formed
whlflpools
56 Irish toast
57 Gardener's tool
58 Observe
61 Son of Judah
62 Stretch o f time
63 Muscle
connection
64 Conve nt group
65 Till1s or Torme
66 Will's contents
67 Lateral part
DOWN
Violent outburst
Actress Marisa
Once more
Beet soups
Photo
collections
6 Free-for-all
7 Had a little lamb
1
2
3
4
5

PRESENTATION SPECIALISTS
Full and Part·Time Opportunities
We are seeking detail-oriented. team players to create proposals. presentatiOns and
p1tch books. 2 years of MS O ffice experience is req uired with an advanced
knowledge of Word. Familiarity w1th Excel spreadsheets and Vis10 experience

prere rred. Excellent customer serv•ce skills a must. Var ious shifts tnclude days.
even•ngs. and weekends.

DOCUMENT SPECIALISTS
Full and Part-Time Opportunities
In a fast-paced legal enwonment. candidates Will be respons1ble for forman1ng text
proof read1ng. ed1Mg. and correcting documents. Expert knowledge of MS Word
requ1red.: fam1harrty w ith Word Perfect a plus. Strong customer serviCe skills a must
60 wpm typ1ng ab1lity preferred.Various shifts include days. even1ngs. and weekends.

HELP DESK PROFESSIONAL
Full and Part-Time Opportunities
Cand1date should possess a strong knowledge ofMS Office apphcaMns and Word
Perfect ro r Wlndaws. Customer serviCe and phone support experience prererred.
law firm experience 1deal but not necessary All shifts available.
Forconsiderat•on.please rorward your resume to: Bowne National Recruiting,
89 Davis Road, Suite 160, Orinda, CA 94563. Fax: (888) 859-995 I .
E-mail: columbia@bownejobs.com W e are an equal oppo rtunity employe'

1999 Tnbune Media Services. Inc.
All rights reserved

11/8199

8 _ sequitur
9 Weekend
cowboy
10 Being risked
11 Fashion f1gures
12 " Love Story"
author Segal
13 Dada1st Max
21 Emblem
23 Color property
25 Fertility goddess
26 Rose sticker
30 Appendage
31 Kisser or mush
32 0S l11Ch kin
33 Hardly worth
mentioning
34 Agitate a liquid
36 Kick the buc ket
37 Call for help
39 High card
40 Th ousands of
millions
42 Like pasta
cooked less
43 Do ve or Rudner
45 Floral loop
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46 Dahl or Golonka
4 7 Alter a ski rt's
leng th
48 Hold in
reverence
50 Fancy c ravat
51 Boredom
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52 G roup of trees
53 Intuit
55 Fulfills the
requirements of
59 Blast let1ers
60 Neighbor of
M ont.

Classifieds
***ACT NOW! Get the best SPRING
BREAK PRICES! South Padre, Cancun,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Acapulco, Florida &
Mardi gras. Reps Needed ... Travel Free,
Earn$$$. GROUP DISCOUNTS FOR 6+.
800-838-8203
www.LEISURETOURS.COM.

Free CD of cool indie music when you
register at mybytes.com, the ultimate
Web site for your college needs.

IBM Thinkpad's BACK TO SCHOOL
LAPTOP SPECIAL... Only $325
(365E Model). For information call
773-792-6418. Mention you saw this ad at
Browse icpt.com for Springbreak 2000.
ALL destinations offered. Trip Partici pants, Columbia College Chicago
Student Orgs. & Campus Sales Reps
wa nted. Fabulous parties, hotels & prices.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS!
Call Inter-Campus 800-327-6013.
Students can earn $375/$575 weekly
processi ng/assembling medical I.D.'s from
your home. Experience unnecessary... we
Everyday, hundreds of straig ht, gay,
train youl Ca ll MediCard 1-541 -386-5290,
and bisexual men and women are
ext. 300.
recruited for the fast growing adult
entertainment bus iness.
Visit www.sex-pays.com.

It's Easy to sell your unwanted items in the
Columbia Chronicle Classifieds ...
Just call 312-344-7432 and talk to Chris.

Chris Richert
"I can sell anything ... except houses"

NOVEMBER 8, 1999
COLLEGE WEEKLY HOROSCOPE
By Linda C. Black
Aries (March 21-Apri/19). On Monday, figure out how to get
what you need and keep what you have. Secrets are important, starting Tuesday. Don't reveal them on Wednesday,
either. Work hard on Thursday and Friday so over the weekend you can party like an animal - a cuddly one.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-0ec. 21). Your hopes, dreams and
fears are bigger than life on Monday. Relax. By Tuesday, you
won't care quite as much. Keep your mouth shut on
Wednesday. Gather info but don't blow whistles yet. Find ways
to make money from Thursday through Saturday. Study on
Sunday.

Taurus (April 20-May 20). Monday is a good day to form a
partnership or to start a lawsuit. Tuesday and Wednesday are
good for finding money. Travel on Thursday and Friday and
visit a dear older person to repay a kindness over the weekend.

Gemini (May 21-June 21). Venus goes into Libra on
Monday, improving your love life. Don't talk about it, though,
especially on Tuesday and Wednesday. Consult a partner
before spending on Thursday and Friday. Travel looks good
over the weekend.

Cancer (June 22-Ju/y 22). Monday's good for romance;
make a commitment then. Don't gossip about it on Tuesday or
Wednesday; you could stir up trouble. Discuss a partnership
agreement further on Thursday and Friday so you can make a
financial decision
together over the weekend.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). Take care of home and family on
Monday. You get smarter on Tuesday, and you'll be lucky in
love through Wednesday. Your workload increases on
Thursday and continues through Saturday. You're not getting
paid much, but finish the job anyway. Make commitments on
Sunday.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). You're a quick learner this week,
especially on Monday. Study finances then. Make changes at
home on Tuesday and Wednesday. If possible, schedule your
romantic interlude for Thursday through Saturday and do your
chores on Sunday.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). Try not to have too much
fun on Monday. On Tuesday and Wednesday, a deadline
looms. You're magnificent on Thursday and Friday. Your
friends will help you get a lot done on Saturday, too. Do the
bills on Sunday.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb 18). If you're polite on Monday, you
could win a prize at work. Celebrate your recent victory on
Tuesday and Wednesday, but don't brag to avoid jealousies.
Make something impossible happen from Thursday through
Saturday. Save decisions and commitments for Sunday.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20). Learn how to make more money
on Monday. Don't believe the gossip on Tuesday; check it out
first. Watch for a way to advance in your career on Wednesday.
Get together with friends to benefit the community from
Thursday through Saturday. Think deep thoughts in a beautiful
place on Sunday.

If You're Having a Birthday This Week ...
Nov. 8: The power is yours this year. Use it wisely.
Nov. 9: Increase your income through work and wise planning.
Nov. 10: Wealth is your objective this year, and a surprise is in store.

Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23). Money is a concern on Monday,
but you get luckier then , too. By Tuesday, you may discover a
secret that can help you advance. Keep it, especially on
Wednesday and ThursdaY, Don't talk; listen instead. Fix
things at home on Friday and Saturday. Save Sunday for
romance.

Nov. 11: This could be the year you go back to school.
Nov. 12: This year master new skills- and a few old ones, too.
Nov. 13: Build a solid future on your past this year.
Nov. 14: Home and family beckon this year. Provide well for them, and you 'll
reap rich rewards.

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). You are powerful , decisive and
good-looking, especially on Monday. On Tuesday and
Wednesday, use worries about money as your motivation to
make some. Keep a tight lid on secrets from Tuesday through
Thursday. Master new skills on Friday and Saturday. Take
care of family matters on Sunday.

Linda explains what's going on in greater detail at (900) 950-9000, for 99 cents
per minute. To leave a message, call (888) 522-9533 for free.

© 1999 TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES, INC.
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Underground
Cafe
November 8 through
November 12

1. Meat Loaf with whipped potatoes, $3.50
gravy and vegetable
2. Breaded Chicken Breast with
lettuce, tomato and mayonnaise
on a kaiser roll

$3.50

3. Smoked Turkey Sub
$3.50
havarti cheese, cucumbers, tomato,
shredded lettuce, dijonnaise, chopped
olives
Soups: Monday
French Onion
Tuesday
Turkey Wild Rice
WednesdayVegetable Beef
Thursday
Cheddar Vegetable

We are located in the
lower level of the
600 S. Michigan building

Monday through Thursday
8 AM-6:30PM
Friday 8 AM - 3 PM

o •
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Life in the fast lane of sports
NILES ENGERMAN

Co" espondent
Pot. Cocaine. Crack. Hotel Rooms.
Parties. Smack. The tune that many people think athletes rock to, slows down
once in a whi le to a steady beat. Whether
an athlete will keep on rock ing or stabilize depends on how he reacts to his
career off the fie ld.
Many professional athletes fail to notice
the panorama of experiences outside of
athletics that occur during their careers.
Over extension in the arena to reach a
clause in an incentive- laden contract
sometimes bl urs their vision of the future.
If a professional athlete foc uses on life
after retirement, he will recognize the
tools to build a successful li fe after
sports.
College and profess ional scouts recruit
athletes so intensely that it creates an
invincible feeling within the player.
Many players experience such a high
when they commit to a " big-time" college
program, or sign a $30 mill ion contract,
that they lose perspective on li fe . Many
young players go from three generations
of poverty to instant millions. Contrary to
succeeding in baby steps like regular professionals, there is no time for high-profil e college or professional athletes to
adapt to a harsh, materialistic society.
"To be a professional athlete, you usually have a very high level of confidence
to begin with . But when athletes are put
on such a high pedestal, sometimes the
only way to go is down," sa id ex-Bears
tight-end Emery Moorehead.
Moorehead explains that many athletes
hit the top so fast that the rest of their
liv~s bottom out. Not knowing anything
else, it is shocking for some athletes to

in a sport. The curriculum would include
find themselves in such powerful pos ibusiness courses that would deal with
tions. Moorehead has led a successful
topics such as negotiating contracts and
post pro career, working at a suburban
hiring agents. This type of education may
realty firm.
already be available in the form of the
NBC 5 Sports Producer McCormick
environment that defines the co llege and
O' Meara echoed Emery
Moorehead's perspective on the affects of pro athlete's paradigm . The athlete 's
,..- ....,,_ world extends beyond
high profi le
the arena, allowing the
careers on
athl etes. " A
athlete to familiarize
himself with the tools
lot [of athletes] really
that he can use to
struggle to
build a successful post
find an identiprofessional career.
" If an athlete is
ty after sports.
attentive to the realIt's tough for
life ed ucation that he
many of them
to swallow
receives in his sport,
he will succeed. If an
their pride."
O' Meara's
athlete only ex ists as
perspective
an athlete he will miss
it more (when his
to uches on
career is over)," says
the post
career blues
WSCR radio personalof baseball
ity Dan Bernstein. "If
an athlete defines himgreats Pedro
Guerrero and
Darryl Strawberry has led a life of
self as a father, perthe exdrinking and drugging.
son, and citizen, he
Cub/ex-Sox, L------------------' will succeed after
George Bell. Guerrero was caught selling sports," adds Bernste in.
A prominent ath lete who de fined his
drugs after he retired, then was arrested
off-the-field identity is ex-Bear, defens ive
again for a related crime after his release
from jail. Former MVP George Bell fi led tackle Chris Zorich. Zorich started the
for bankruptcy not long after he finished
Chr is Zorich Foundation which runs charity drives and helps under privileged kids.
his career with the Chicago Cubs.
Living frivolously through expensive
He quit his NFL career after a final stint
cars, gambling, and partying, managew ith the Washington Red Skins and is
now fi nishing law school at Notre Dame.
ment of time and money has brought
much crit ic ism to professional and colDespite the many post pro sports careers
lege athletes. Some experts believe that
that many athletes succeed in, professional and college athletics promote an
bad professional products may be the
result of poor cultivation in college.
inevitable catch-22.
Many media personalities believe that
" It's not fair to talk about athletes being
college kids should be allowed to major
over-the-hill at the age of 33. But they

Trecroci
CON11NUED FROM B ACK PAGE

Mike Ditka.
After the 1984 season that saw Payton amass
I ,684 yards and ended with the Bears losing to
the San Francisco 49ers in the 1984 NFC
Championship, the Bears' made 1985, their year.
No matter what people say, Chicago has always
been a Bears town and in 1985, the Bears and
Payton were everywhere from the infamous
"Super Bowl Shuffle" rap that was the hit of the
air waves (even made an appearance on Soul
Train), to commercials endorsing everything
from Cadillacs to Popeye's Chicken.
On the ir way to the Super Bowl, the Bears
dominated the league, fi nishing with a 15- 1
record. Once in the playoffs, Payton rushed for
125 yards in the two games during their unprecedented rampage through the playoffs, shutting
out both the New York Giants and the then Los
Angeles Rams.
Super Bowl XX in whi ch the Bears defeated
the upstart New England Patriots 46- 10, turned
into disappo intment for Payton . In the four1h
quarter with Bears up by 26 points, Will iam
"The Refrigerator" Perry was put in on the oneyard line to score a mock touchdown. Payton
was openly di sappointed by not scoring a touchdown in the on ly Super Bowl he would see as a
professio nal.
Payton woul d play another two years before
retiring aft er the 1987 season, which would end
Payton 's career o n a sour note with a disappointing first round loss to the Washingto n Redskins.
The picture of Payton cry ing with his head in
his hands sitting on the bench during the waning
seconds of the game knowing that his career was
over was a perfect example of the dedication that
Payton gave on and off the fi eld.
Chicago takes its sports seriously and before
Jordan was the tal k of the town, it was Payton's
town. More heroes will come along, but nobody
will have the legacy that Payton left behind.

PH OT O C OURT E SY O F C H IC AGOT R IBUN E . COM

are presented with the double whammy of
being considered over-the-hi ll faster and
also getting a later start on a job. A college degree for a professional athlete
doesn't have the same value," says
Bernstein.
Because of the demands of college athlet ics, a college athlete will often tai lor
his schedule around courses that will keep
him eligible for his team. Co urses are
also scheduled during the morning so the
athletes can spend the rest of the day
practicing. Many college athletes start
their day at fi ve in the morning and do
not fi nish their day until 10:30 at night.
Going to bed often ranks above studying.
Even when athletes have graduated college and turn pro, thei r degrees have little
relevance after their careers are over. To
a ret ired professional ath lete, the educati on that he received in college is blurrier
than his vision a ft er his last concussion.
A professional athletic career not on ly
renders an athlete's classroom education
hazy, but it also sets the athlete back
because he has been removed from a normal profess ional setting to which he
could apply what he learned in college.
All professional athletes are face d with
a double-edged sword. They may opt fo r
a pro sports career where the average
career may last only fo ur to six years,
earning a fortune. In earning his fortune
over such a short period of time, he may
lose his sense of how to deal practical
with situations, and may risk being "overthe-hill" at the age of 30.
"If you look closely, you' ll notice that
the most successful athletes after the ir
careers are the ones who keep their j obs
in perspective," Bernstein said.

SPORTS
Life in the fast
lane of sports.

The Chicago W olves
are coming.
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Payton leaves
the way he
came: on top
hc:--pacc
thatthi,
Cl1lumn \\111
ta~c up doc' not
ju>ti fy the legacy
that Waller Pay ton
len behind in the
minds of football
fans and most
notably, Chicago
BENJAMIN TRECROCI
Bears fan s.
SPORTS EDITOR
If it were up to
me. this entire edition o f the Chronicle
would be a dedication to Payton. From his
achievements on the field to hi s uncanny
allitude off the fie ld to the dignity he
showed near the end o f his life, Walter
Payton was truly an icon.
Before Michael Jordan ruled the basketball coun and was the popularity vote of
Chicago,
Payton was
Chicago.
In the same
fas hion that
#23
(Jordan)
became the
number of
choice for

T

li'i~~~~l.~.!~t.I~
~

pickup game

C\Cf)'

bCh\CCfl

kids. #34
(Payton)
"as the
number
everyone
"anted. From his familiar leap over defenders to the high-stepping g lide in \\hich he
scored one hundred ten touchdowns, Payton
brought grace and style to the football field.
When Payton broke in "ith the Bear> in
1975, the~ v.ere a struggling franchi se trying to establish a name for them selves.
After finishing \\ ith 4-10 and 7-7 record' in
their first two sca, ons v. ith Payton, the
Bears finished the 1977 season with a 9-5
record and a trip to the playoffs losing to the
Dallas Cowboys, who evenetually won the
Super Bowl. The 1977 season was Payton's
best overall season racking up 1,852 yards
including the all-time single game record of
275 yards on 40 ca rries against the
~innesota Vikings.
Over the next eight se~ons, (excluding
the '82 strike-, honened season) Payton
would rack up nearly I 0,000 yards and
\ hape the Oca" as a legitimate Super Bowl
contender under the coachi ng of"lron"

Payton ran past the
Patriots in the Super
Bowl.
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Spartans, Bucs, lllini,
class of the Big Ten
Northwestern looks to improve despite the loss of Eschmeyer, Wink
es and media . Coming o ff a strong late season fini sh, Illinois is
being hyped as a dangerous team this season.
" With Frank coming in as a true point guard and doing the
things he does, it lets me move to two-guard and do the things
ROSEMONT-- Despite the loss of two-time Big Ten Player of
I'm capable of as far as being a more aggressive scorer and
the Year, Mateen Cleaves for at least eight weeks, both the
making plays," Bradford said. " I don 't have to worry a lot
coaches and the media picked the Spanans to fin ish in the a
about calling plays. So it takes a lot of pressure off me."
top the con ference at this
Illinois Coach Lon
year's Big Ten media day.
Kruger thinks his young
Michigan State Head
squad has the potential to
Coach Tom l7.zo has handed
be a very tough team, but
over the reigns o f point
they must use their depth
guard to junior David
to make up for a lack of
Thomas until Cleaves ( 11.7
size."
ppg, 7. I apg) returns from
"The key with our team
the stress fracture he sufis how well we rebound
fered two week s ago.
the basketball," Kruger
" The problem right now
said. "To do the things we
is we have great depth
want to do-push the pace a
everywhere but [at point
little o ffensively, to extend
guard]." l7.zo sa id .
defensively, and stir it up a
"[Thomas] has to realize he
little bit, we have to
has to be David Thomas
rebound ."
wi th in our system, not
Nonhwestern, as expectMatcen Cleaves. He has to
ed, was not among the
know his iimitations and
coaches ' o r media's top
not try to be someone he is
picks. The Wi ldcats must
nut."
deal with the graduation of
The 1\\0-time defendi ng
center Evan Eschmeyer
Big Ten champions are
and the loss of sharp
coming off a 33-5 season
shooter Sean Wink, who
and their fi rst trip to the
left the program. The loss
Final Four since 1979. Wi th Indiana Head Coach Bobby Knight entertains reporters
of Wink puts Coach
early games against Depaul. Big Ten media day.
O'Neil in an unexpected
Nonh Carolina. Kansas,
'------- - - - - - -- --------------l tough spot.
Arizona. and Kentucky. the
"It forces a freshman,
loss or C leaves w ill test MSU's inexperie nce at the point.
probably Jason Burke or Ben Johnson. to play way more min"llow we play and how we do [without Cleaves ] will deterutes than they should be playing," O'Neil said.
mine where this program is," lzzo said. " I don't like the
Eschmeyer 's depanure huns even more. Without their leadexcuse thing, because once you get one you tend to lean on it." ing scorer and rebounder from a year ago ( 19.6 ppg, 10.1 rpg).
Until the Big Ten schedule stans, the Spanans will need first
Nonhwes tem is forced to change their. entire offense. The
team All-Big Ten fo rward Morris Peterson (13.6 ppg, 5.7 rpg)
Wildcats will rely more on perimeter scoring since they led the
Big Ten last season in three-point shooting (.375 percent).
to become the leader on the coun.
"He is going to have to step up and maybe be the guy who
" We're going to be a fi ve-man motion team now. instead of
takes the big shot," lzzo said. " He has grown the most of anythrowing it inside, diving one guy and spotting up for [a threeone in this program, includ ing Mateen. I'm hoping that he
pointer)," said O'Nei l. " It's our challenge to find the open
shots for [Steve} Lapore, [David] Newman, and (Johnson] that
understands what it takes for us to be successful."
Fresh off a Final Four appearance themselves, Ohio State
they can make o n a 50 percent basis."
For all II teams, the Big Ten schedule will provide no
earned the second pick of the coaches and media. The
breaks this season. The league is loaded with talent once again.
Buckeyes, 27-9 last season, return arguably the top guard tan" It's the toughest league top to bottom," said O'Neil, who
dem in the country with Scoonie Penn ( 16.9 ppg. 4.2 apg). and
~i chae l Redd ( 19.5 ppg).
has coached in both the SEC and Conference USA. "Other
"It's hard to stop one o f them. Two o f them together is pretty leagues may be as good one through fi ve. You look at six
through 11 -that is how you decide how good your league is.
damn good," Nonhwcstern Coach Kevin O'Nei l sai d.
Penn State was a game under .500 last year. That's the best
With highly touted newcomers Frank Williams and Brian
Cook joining Sergio McClain and Big Ten Fres hman of the
damn one game under .500 team I've ever seen."
Year Cory llmdford. Il linois was the third cho ice of the coachGRAHAM COUCH

Assistant Editor

This week in ~[f.)®C?ll~
NCAA
Monday-Dalla s at
ll 00 p m , AOC

M 1 n no ~o ta.

Sunday-lnd,anappolis a t Now
York G1ants. noon. CBS
M1nn'!sota a t Ch1cago. noon.
FOX Denve r at Seattle.
7 15p m . ESPN

Saturday-Michigan at Penn St ,
11 00 am ABC. Mich1gan St at
Northwestern. 11 .00 a .m.
Florida at South Carolina. noon
CBS Miami (FL) at VIrginia
Tech. 6 .30 p.m., ESPN.
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NBA
Tuesday-Phoenix at Chicago.
7:30 p.m . WCIU.
Friday-Chicago et Philedelphla ,
6:00 p.m. FSC.
Saturday-Boston 11 Chicago.
7:30 p.m. WGN.

